**THE LANGUAGE OF:**
- SOCIAL & INSTRUCTIONAL
- LANGUAGE ARTS
- MATH
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION

**U-46 80:20 Dual Language**

**SPANISH LANGUAGE ALLOCATION**
- MATH
- LITERACY BLOCK
  - BLOCK 1: LANGUAGE
  - BLOCK 2: READING
  - BLOCK 3: WRITING

---

**THE LANGUAGE OF:**
- SOCIAL & INSTRUCTIONAL
- LANGUAGE ARTS
- SCIENCE
- SOCIAL STUDIES
- THE LANGUAGE OF THE HUMANITIES

**U-46 80:20 Dual Language**

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE ALLOCATION**
- BLF
- SCIENCE
- SOCIAL STUDIES

---

**School District U-46**

**ELL Department**

**Standards Based Instruction**

**CCSS**

**SCIENCE NEXT GENERATION STANDARDS**
Click HERE

**C3 SOCIAL STUDIES FRAMEWORK**
Click HERE

**2012 Amplification ENGLISH DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS**

**WIDA**

Click HERE

**70:30 Dual Language 1st Grade**

---

**SPANISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS**

**WIDA**

Click HERE

---

**SPANISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT ARTS STANDARDS**

**WIDA**

Click HERE

---

**THE LANGUAGE OF:**

- SOCIAL & INSTRUCTIONAL
- LANGUAGE ARTS
- MATH
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION

---

**THE LANGUAGE OF:**

- SOCIAL & INSTRUCTIONAL
- LANGUAGE ARTS
- SCIENCE
- SOCIAL STUDIES
- THE LANGUAGE OF THE HUMANITIES

---

**U-46 80:20 Dual Language**

**SPANISH LANGUAGE ALLOCATION**

---

**THE LANGUAGE OF:**

- SOCIAL & INSTRUCTIONAL
- LANGUAGE ARTS
- SCIENCE
- SOCIAL STUDIES
- THE LANGUAGE OF THE HUMANITIES

---

**U-46 80:20 Dual Language**

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE ALLOCATION**

---
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